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The Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, passed by Congress 
in the wake of the d isas ter  a t  Farmington, West Virginia, led to an  
extensive study by the National Academy of Engineering of the prob- 
l ems  involved in coal mine safety. ' One of the resul t s  of this 
r epor t  and subsequent r e s e a r c h  conducted by the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines has been the investigation of electromagnetic techniques for 
the location of trapped miners  af ter  a mine emergency. The 
Westinghouse Georesearch Laboratory has been involved in both the 
2 theoretical and field studies relating to this problem . 
A compact personal beacon t ransmit ter  has been developed which 
can be attached to and powered by a miner ' s  lamp battery. A com- 
patible lightweight loop antenna package has a lso  been developed which 
can be easily ca r r i ed  on a miner ' s  belt. This antenna can be quickly 
deployed on the mine tunnel floor. For  the purpose of calculating 
i t s  electromagnetic fields on the ear th ' s  surface, the loop can be 
considered to be a magnetic dipole buried in the earth.  (The ear th  
i s  assumed to be homogeneous and to have a conductivity of tr mhos /m. )  
The surface of the ear th  i s  assumed to be uniformily sloping and the 
t ransmit ter  dipole oriented a s  in Figure 1. The fields on the earth 's  
surface can be computed by using a superposition of the fields of a 
4 vert ical  magnetif dipole3 and of a horizontal magnetic dipole in 
proportions which depend on the slope of the terrain. 
In the case  of level t e r ra in  a null in the horizontal magnetic 
5 field occurs  on the surface directly above the dipole . This null i s  
designated a s  the apparent source  location and i s  the cr i te r ion  by 
which the source i s  located. The cr i ter ion was tested a t  two ha rd roek  
mines and two coal mines in the fall of 1972. The apparent source  
locations were compared to actual locations determined by conventional 
surveying techniques. It was found that due to nonlevel t e r ra in  the 
apparent  and actual source locations differed by up to 13 meters. 
This discrepancy can be resolved by an examination of the fields of 
a source beneath uniformly sloping ter ra in .  
Figure 2 shows the experimental and theoretical resul t s  for  a 
0 
case  where the hill slope is  15 ( H p  i s  the horizontal field, and H z 
is the vertical field. ) The null is displaced downhill by an amount 
which depends on the depth of the source, the ground conductivity, 
and the hill slope. 
These resul ts  can be used to improve the location technique. 
If the apparent source location is  known along with the ground conductivity, 
hill slope, and approximate source  depth, the theoretical null offset 
can be used to obtain the actual source location. 
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